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Adkins Elementary School
Jacksonville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Betty Arnold
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr, Graham Lewis

Driving Your Book
If a car was a book

then the doors would flap
open. We wouldn't need street
signs because we could read
the car. Instead of it rolling
on wheels it would roll on the
spme.
Brandy Bridgeforth

Untitled
If a book was a

volcano, then you would
read way up high and when
you got to a chapter
the book would explode
and the words would be
everywhere.
Angela Baueman

If
If my dad was a candy bar, he
would be sugar and caramel.
Every time he would yell at me
or tell me what to do, I would
take a big bite out of him until
he was all gone.

Eric Davis
1

2-Headed Mother and Her 2-Headed Baby
She had a two-headed
husband. And when one
child had to go to the
bathroom the other one
didn't want to go. When
the mother wanted to
cut lettuce the other
mother wanted to cut
sausage. When the dad
wanted to go wash his
car the other one wanted
to clean out the garage.
And it was always
mixed up. You try
to read them, she writes
half a sentence on one page
and the rest on the other!
Tamaya Volz

Untitled
When you walk in the museum of myself you
smell pizza, you see all different colors all over
the wall, you hear the sound of a cat meowing
and a dog barking it feels like a nice summer
day when you're walking in the park and then it
starts to rain and it feels like rain drops on
your head and shoulders and then you see a
big flash of lighting and then you hear
a bird singing and a lion roaring and then
you smell hamburgers then you see stars.
Heather Skiver
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Ashdown High School
Ashdown, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Judy Dowd
Visiting Writers :Michael Lippard, Jay Prefontaine
You Know You're In My Dreams When
The dolphins are in the cold blue
splashing around me like I'm
an orphan that they have taken in.
You can hear the squeaking sound
that seems to say everything is
O.K.
The taste of the cold ocean air
runs through your lungs as the
sunlight beams down to warm
your pale face.
The smell of salt is so strong it
bums your nose like lemon juice on a cut.
You reach down and get a soft
tingling on your fingers.
The dolphin's skin feels like
a wet beach toy.
Sandy Parker

Untitled
I'm a pretty old man of very few words
I go to the park to feed the birds
I also watch the little kids play
on a bench by the pond is where I stay
I heard my name being called from
somewhere
I turned around but no one was there
I saw a little frog down at my feet
he said that he saw me and thought we
should meet
we talked for awhile, just like an old friend
but then he left and I never saw him again
Gabe Sullivan
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Piece of Gum
There is a piece of gum
behind the first desk
in the third row.
I don't know what kind
of gum it is.
It is florescent green
and Jay almost stepped on it.
He just kind of winged the mold
on the side of it.
It has tooth marks on it
from some of the smaller roach herds
nibbling on it at night, and footprints
from the herds of larger roaches.
It's been through a lot in its lifetime,
anything can happen to it but
it will never die.

Gabe Sullivan

Out of Bounds
You know you are out of bounds
when you feel the sharpness of the chain
link fence on your face.
You know you're out of bounds when you feel
the slob fall into your mouth from a dragon
and it tastes like chicken hockey in your
mouth.
You know you're out of bounds, the feel
of snails running on your face.

Keith Gulley
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Frog Talks To Elderly Man In The Park

I saw an old man in the park.
He was about 80 and was real dark.
I said hi and what's your name.
He looked at me like I was insane. He didn't
know what to say, just jumped right
up and ran away. I yelled and yelled
for him to come back, but the poor old
man would not look back. So I leaped and
leaped til I jumped on his back, but
the poor old man had a heart attack.
Charles Jones

"I Rode Into Hell On A Bone Crushing Bull"
I'm in Santa Fe,
it's time for the '93 National Finals Rodeo.
It's a bright, sunny day,
and my rope's on "1(}-K," ready to go.
I nod my head for them to open the gate,
"1(}-K" explodes from the chute, frothing with hate.
He goes into a spin, and the world turns red.
I think I see flames and demons, but no, wait,
it's all in my head.
I see a man in a red suit.
Does he have horns?
My heart and brain seem to be in my boots,
which are extremely worn.
To fall off now would surely mean death.
I have to hold on. Hey Joe, take another breath.
Oh Thank God, there goes the buzzer.
An 8-second ride, I know I'll get money.
This is the National Finals, and it's over, Buddy.
Joe Clowers
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Dead Armadillo
Faster and faster it comes
The armadillo looks, but never runs.
"It will not kill me, for I am an armadillo! "
Moments later he can not go,
For he lies dead on the road.

Bede Weithington

Skeleton Tree
The Skeleton Tree is made up of bones
of teenagers, teenagers that drink and drive.
If a teenager is drinking and driving
and kills someone, he is hung on the Skeleton Tree.
The Skeleton Tree is 100 miles high,
and made up of teenagers who have killed
from behind the wheel.
The Skeleton Tree is worse than Hell,
and every time a teenager kills someone
the Skeleton Tree rattles.

Bolo Jones
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Berryville High School
Berryville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Donna Blevins
Visiting Writers: Sabrina Chesne and Bay Anapol

Sometimes
Sometimes I think I am the wind,
wading naked through a wheat field
on a cloudless full moon night,
feeling the cool earth beneath me,
looking for myself.
Isaac Cummings

This Waterfall
This waterfall is like an endless train with its boxcars
stretching infinitely from back to front
never stopping to unload passengers.
This train like a cosmic lead ball falling
down from the ceiling of the universe never
to reach the imaginary floor.
The force of gravity forcing the lead ball
to its endless fate is like time.
Jeremy Saller

Thoughts Of A White Boy
Sometimes I think I am a cat, angry
at the owners who abused me. This cat
is like darkness, oppressed
by the day into the nighttime hours. The darkness
is like the black crayon, used
to color the outer edge of a figure. Sometimes
I think I am that black crayon.
Andrew Wagner
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Sometimes
Sometimes I think
I am the rain, toppling
lifelessly to the walkway like ocean
waves pulsating against the pale beaches of a California town.
Large drops falling
while the sun is hidden
safely behind cotton caravans
nestled in the sky.
Katrina Summers

Sometimes
Sometimes I think I am the seasoning
on your steak,
the flavoring of all your food, the spice that
gives you such an appetite.
Sometimes I think I am the very reason you eat
at all,
but you always let me know I am nothing
more than the napkin with which you wipe your face.
Beth Lessenberry

Sometimes
Sometimes I feel
like a broken arrow
like I am being sent
into the air,
unforgiving
I fly in silence
my destination
isn't anywhere.
Erin Maxfield
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Blevins School
Blevins, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Ruth Stely
Visiting Writers: Roger Johnson, Don Lee

Untitled
If books were rodeos, you could
round up the paragraphs and
ride wild ad verbs bareback. You
could catch a lower case letter,
feed it punctuation marks until
it grew to be a capital letter and
your best friend.

Jim White

Untitled
The museum of myself looks like a gold ring tarnished and
green.
The museum of myself smells like frying bacon calling me to
awaken.
The museum of myself feels like nails, hard and sharp, ready to rip the wood apart.
The museum of myself tastes like cold pizza, the taste frozen in place or a drink of
water at the end of a long race.
The museum of myself sounds like the ocean's roar, whose sound
you cannot ignore.
Eddie Spicer
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Untitled
So much depends
upon
a blind
man
seeing with calloused
hands
explaining what we cannot
see
Roderick Barnett
This Is Just To Say
I have killed your dog
that was in the road
and which probably
was your favorite
Forgive me
He was so slow.
Brad Lane
Untitled
This is just to say
I have taken the ring
that was on the table
and which you were going
to sell today
Forgive me it was too
nice to let it slip
away
Anthony Williamson
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Untitled
I have stolen your wallet inside of
your pocket
and which you thought was securely there
Forgive me for giving you this false sense of
security.
Joey A chon

Blevins
Blevins looks like one pea in a bushel basket
or one chicken in a chicken house.
Blevins sounds like a diesel engine or sometimes like a
mouse running across the floor.
Blevins feels like soft cooked rice and is
rough like chicken-fried steak.
Blevins tastes like grains of rust or water from
a spring.
Blevins smells like chicken manure or like
freshly-cut grass.
12th grade class poem
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Bryant High School
Bryant, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Nancy Hill
Visiting Writers: Sunil Nepali, Cody Walker

Apotheosis
An ethereal wolverine, gliding silently
Through the burnt sienna grasses of incohesiveness,
While hordes of nonchalant businessmen
gesticulate haltingly with retribution
On the nihilistic paradox of utopia.
James Rickett

An American Dream
This morning I was pushed out of my gushing waterbed
by my drill sergeant mom who had a voice like an insomniac devil.
For breakfast I had burnt toast with caviar and mayonnaise.
Then I put on my rubber chicken hat and went to Chicken World.
I swept up ruffled, Exxon-oiled feathers and moldy biscuit dough.
I had outdated beef liver with hot molten tar for dinner
and I washed it down with Sunny Delight.
To fix my waterbed I cut up my rubber chicken hat and patched up
my waterbed with my mom stuck inside.
11th grade class poem
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Shan's Pet
I have a Tasmanian Devil for a pet,
He's pink and chartreuse, and he hates getting wet;
But he loves to masticate on all living things,
And when the moon is full, he dances and sings
Shan Hand ley

The Aroma of Barbecued Catmeat

Today I sprung out of bed to the sound of a rooster crowing
And I had a breakfast of squirrel brain and spoiled horse's milk.
I rode a purple pot-bellied pig to the chihuahua prison-in order to train them with the aroma of barbecued catmeat.
The pig was devoured so I caught a ride on my friend's ostrich.
For dinner I had cherry-flavored paper and washed it down
with liquid paper.
Then I did some stuff.
12th grade class poem
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The Man Without a Nose
There once was a man who lied so many times
his nose rotted off.
No one knew why he lied, all we know
is he always came to work and expressed
to us that he flew over Japan
and back and he a woke
at one time and saw "Mr. Ed" the horse
at his door.
We asked, "Why do you lie so much?"
and he replied, ''I'm not, you're gonna die
today." And with disbelief, I replied,
"Your nose is going to rot off anytime."
So, after his nose fell off, he died
and I kept his nose in a jar
to remind me of a man who lied
all the time.
Melanie A ley

Motion
in life's nomadic car
we very carefully move
upon the wretched curves
that seem to throw us off-the evershifting gears
that take us on our way
at one point start to rust
and make the journey short-we pass upon the yard
that rests immobile coaches
and pull along the road
until the brakes have stopped-Susan Tanner
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Central Junior High School
Springdale, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Trudy Carnes
Visiting Writers: Carol Babylon, Margaret Domaus,
Sonya Reeves, John Thompson

Armadillo Quiche

What if an armadillo were like a Quiche?
you would have to plunge into the armadillo scrounging for the luscious parts
you enJoy.
The armadillo's whistle is like the holes in the crust struggling to breathe.
Travis B.
Nature

Falling deer gallop.
Inside, we watched lightning crack.
Branches of pine scream.
8th grade group haiku
Timmy Grahm

My friend is running like a deer.
He feels like his stomach is on fire.
He smells the fresh air that is blowing on his ear.
He tastes the dry bloody rubber like on a tire.
He sees the finish line as he bursts with speed.
He is thinking about all the strength that he would need to down another keg.
The gun shots rumble through the ghetto.
The herd of buffalo flew like a flock of geese.
The specks of a lightbulb glittered through the haze.
The fuzz off the sweater tickled the
prickly hairs of the muscular arm.
The strength of the egg was like a brick wall
that was almost impossible to break.
Dwayne Drummond
15

Worldly Things

The buffalo topples all hope-like a child born into the ghetto
one lightbulb is not enough to light a room
as one sweater is not enough to warm cold children.
I feel as if the world was a boiled egg
shattered by spoiled dreams.
Nikki Fletcher

Untitled

The feeling is all around the ghetto
As you walk down the street over tom sweaters and broken lightbulbs,
The smell of rotten eggs in the air,
You imagine a buffalo taking its last few swaying steps
and think; why can't we all just live together
Megan H.
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Grandmother

The sun was shining like
a new bow ling ball on my
grandmother's used
piano bought
at a thrift store that smelt
like a musty coffin. As
I picture the coffin in my
mind I see a knife going
toward my grandmother
cutting the apple in her hand.
Erin Stuart
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Long Hair

My dad has long, stringy black hair
with gray strands in it.
It sometimes reminds me of Bozo the Clown's hair.
It resembles
an old raggy mop.
He brushes it fast and furiously
to get it combed.
My dad likes his long hair
because he couldn't have long hair when he was in
the Navy.
Makes him feel he has freedom.
Kellie Netherton
Worm

I work vigorously through the dirt.
My skin feels like chapped lips.
When I scream it sounds like silence.
I struggle to free myself from a death sentence, a fish hook.
When I look at fishermen I see the Grim Reaper.
Rodney Ludwig
Angry

It looks like Elmo the pitbull
attacking a five-year-old red-haired boy.
It smells like the fumes from a dying fire
or a sewer on a hot, humid day.
It tastes like a chunk of a dog's tail
and jalapenos.
It feels like poking a thorn on a rose
or a little blood vein sticking out.
It sounds like half empty trashcans
banging against each other
and trains crashing.
Ms . Karnes' class poem
17

Central Elementary
Batesville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Charlotte Pillow
Visiting Writers: Kristen Hall, Cindy King
The Third Eye
I have an eye in the middle of my head
It opens after I go to bed
It can see through the ceiling and the wall
It can see into my mom's room down the hall.
My eye is big and round
Sometimes it feels like it weighs a pound
When it is closed
It feels like it froze.
When my eye blinks
My right eye winks
I am the only kid with a third eye
I have often wondered why

Tara Crowson and Natalie Dailey

If the Floor Were the Ocean
The floor would be black from octopus ink
We would have our toes swollen pink
from crab and lobster marks
We would be chased by Mako sharks
That would be no piece of cake
Because we would be bitten by a sea snake
We would be tangled in seaweed
And then we would feed

Cameron Highsmith
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Garden snake
I am a garden snake.
I like to wiggle in the cool mud.
Little children play in the garden.
I want to play too.
I make my hissing sound. But the children
ran away.
Why do they run from me?
Little sprinkles fall from the sky onto
my hard scales.
I go under a little hollyhock.
I see a snail nibbling on it.
I nibble too.
I think hollyhocks are for tastless little bugs.
The rain stops and the mud feels great!

Bethany Riel
The Wolf

I am a wolf laying down in
the tall grassy forest and the wind sounds
like a water fall falling down. I am
thinking of a nice juicy rabbit to eat for
dinner. I see tall grasses thick as my
skin. When I touch my animal body
I feel my fur as soft as a feather.
When I wake up I feel my claws as
sharp as a butcher knife. I can see better
than an eagle and I have a good
hearing. I can hear better than a dog.
And I have teeth sharper than a razor blade.
I smell flowers where I lay
like dandelions and Easter Lilies.
Jeremy Conway
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Mouse
I haven't had food for a whole week.
I am beginning to think that this
house was abandoned. It is totally silent
as I have my eyes adjust to the darkness.
I begin to see cupboards, a sink, and
a dishwasher. When you feel me, you
can feel my short stiff hairs and miniature ribs,
and when I breath, I smell dust.
Andrea Weatherman
Shark

I'm a shark soaring under water
looking for my prey. It sounds
like boats clattering under
water. My skin feels like slimy
sandpaper. It smells like beer and
gasoline been spilled. I can
see cans and treasures in front
of me, like gold coins and silver swords.
Jesse Petry
Cheetah

I am running as fast
as I can. I hear too many
Mockingbirds. I am thinking
about catching my prey. I see
roses wherever I go. My
fur coat is as smooth as
silk. It smells like roses.
Aaron Kelley
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Clarendon Elementary
Clarendon, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Ginny Manatt
Visiting Writers: Brad Barkley, David Gavin

Sad
Feels like a whole bunch of snakes biting me.
It feels like swords stabbing me.
It feels like leeches sucking on me.
It feels like elephants stomping on me.

Shawn Mathews.
Doctor
I slip on my white coat,
a shiny silver needle in one hand,
a bottle of pink smooth liquid in another.
I go into a dark, odd smelling room.
There on a flat bed
lay a cold restless body.
I stuck the needle into her pale, light skin.
All along I knew I would make her better.

Lashae Caldwell.

Class Poem
The alarm clock rang like the courthouse bells.
I surfed out of my waterbed.
I gobbled some waffles, seagrass, and pencils.
I square danced with Frankenstein
and rode a witch broom home.

21

Boy Builds Nuclear Plant In His Basement
It grows like super grow hair.
It smells like five-month-old penn chemicals.
It feels like gushy guts.
When I touched it, it smiled,
then bit me like a greedy grumpy gorilla.
And it looks like people eating
already dead people.
Bobby Gaither

Mad
Mad smells like burning tires
Mad sounds like an earthquake shaking Chicago
Mad feels like being stung by a million bees
Mad looks like a burning car.
J.R. Davenport

My Tractor
Boom boom my tractor speaks
Oil me oil me please.
Everytime I drive it,
It goes putt putt down the road.
Whenever I tum the wheel,
Shriek shouts my wheels
I wish I had a tractor,
One with at least two wheels
One that don't have to rest all
day.
I don't think I need one,
It's hard work anyway.

Richard Edwards
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Moon Moon
Moon! Moon
Looks just like
the one I seen
in the sky last night
Kathy Semore

Dopey Dolphin Falls in Love With Surfboard
Look up on the surface, it's one of my kind
I'll go up and chat, she won't mind
Whoa! She's really moving along!
So sturdy, so super, so very strong
Someone was riding her not long ago,
A wave crashed down and he let go.
I'd talk with her, I really would,
But you have to understand she's made out of wood.
Stephen Rock

Love
Love smells like a cloud
soanng.
Love smells like a hot cherry
pie.
Love tastes like pink cotton
candy.
Love sounds like a piano
playing.
Love feels like you have
no care in the world.
Amanda M anatt
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Crawfordsville Elementary and High Schools
Crawfordsville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Rebecca Bailey
Visiting Writers: Alison Apotheker, Carrie Pomeroy,
David Pratt, Jay Prefontaine
I Hear the Ocean
I hear the ocean that roars like a lion
I hear the ocean that moans at night
I hear the ocean that talks to me
I hear the ocean that is deeper than a pool
I hear the ocean that reads my mind
I hear the ocean that builds a wall
I hear the ocean
I hear the ocean that moves in motion
I hear the ocean that covers the world
I hear the ocean that knows the seashell
I hear the ocean that touches the sky
I hear the ocean that always waves
I hear the ocean that goes around and around
I hear the ocean.

Phesonya Christian

Crawfordsville
Crawfordsville smells like cotton
burning brightly in the sunset.
Crawfordsville sounds like radios
blaring, trains screeching, and airplanes
buzzing. Crawfordsville feels like
soft cotton, green grass, and rocky
gravel. It tastes sweet like cotton
candy, and tastes bitter like beans
rotting in the ground.

Floyd Michael Thompson
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A Rough Night in Crawfordsville

On a Friday night, you know you're in Crawfordsville
By the football game,
With bright lights and no people.
There are more cheerleaders than fans.
Popcorn bags, Coke cups, and empty Skittles bags litter the ground.
You smell burning popcorn and football players' sweaty socks.
When the train rolls around,
It's louder than the fans.
You have to speak up to hear each other.
As you walk on the dampness of the grass,
You see a shadow under the bleachers
Sometimes more than one.

Group poem--Mr. Moody's 12th grade class

Untitled

I see some clouds that form like jewelry
I see some clouds with eyes of fury
I see some clouds tears of joy
I see some clouds that look like a bog
I see some clouds.
I touched some clouds with skin of lace
I touched some clouds with hand of grace
I touched some clouds with hair of mane
I touched some clouds.

Ramon Boylsinse
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I Know Some Trains
I know some trains that go very
long.
I know some trains that sing a
song.
I know some trains.
I know some trains that eat the
au.
I know some trains that get you
there.
I know some trains.
I know some trains that make
you mad.
I have some trains you wish
you had.
I know some trains.
I know some trains that run
through my head.
I know some trains.
I know some trains that really
cook.
I know some trains that's like
a book.
These trains are all the same trains.
Trina Washington

Shadow
I walk behind you
I am black
When I move you move
When you move your mouth I move my mouth
When you make a sound I don't make a sound
When you move your feet I move my feet

Michelle Lambert
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I Have Some Flowers
I have some flowers that move like trees
I have some flowers that bum like wood
I have some flowers that feel like velvet
I have some flowers that are red like an apple
I have some flowers that freeze like water
I have some flowers.
I have some flowers that dress like a model
I have some flowers that swims like a fish
I have some flowers that's white like milk
I have some flowers.
I have some flowers that green like grass
I have some flowers that spreads like a blanket
I have some flowers that speaks like a voice
I have some flowers that's hard like a book
I have some flowers.
I touch some flowers that smells like bacon
I have some flowers that's soft like cotton
I have some flowers that pretends like a actor
I have some flowers that dances like wolves
I have some flowers.
I have some flowers that are cold like winter
I have some flowers that are fresh like spring
I have some flowers that glows like a bulb
I have some flowers that are yellow like a shirt
I have some flowers.
I have some flowers.
Ora Bunton
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Earle Elementary and High Schools
Earle, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Tish Thomas
Visiting Writers: Alison Apothoker, Carrie Pomeroy,

Untitled
I am a school woman, not a fool woman.
I am a fruit woman, not a root woman.
I am a people woman, not a steeple woman.
I am a queen woman, not a green woman.
I am a flower woman, not a tower woman.
I am a lovely woman, lovely as a rose.
I am a petite woman, petite as your nose.
I am a beautiful woman, beautiful as dew.
I am a smart woman, smart as Libby Lou.
I am a funny woman, funny as you.
I am a running woman, fast as the wind.
I am a loved woman, loved like a friend.
I am a cunning woman, cunning as can be.
I am a loving woman, loving can't you see.
I am a living woman, living proud and free.
Terrie Lenoir

Cheetahs
If I were a cheetah the ground would feel gentle and smooth.

The antelopes would taste like ice cream
melting on a hot summer day.
The flowers would smell like honey hot
melting the day away.
Donny White
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My Dad the Halloween Monster
My dad works and works until
He looks like a monster with mud
All over him.
He has dust all over
Too. He looks like a Halloween
Pumpkin sometimes. He's funny, too.
He is a farmer.
When he gets home
He scares me.

Chris Lowrey

If I Was a Cat
If I was a cat, the ground would feel
all nice and soft like the bed I sleep on at night.
The air would smell sweet like a rose.
I would have my own little bowl
It would be orange like me, with white stripes around it.
What I'd have for breakfast---kitten bits
Just like my cat, for lunch I'd have dead mice
Just like my cat, for dinner, guess what I'd eat
Steak and spagety' s.
While I'm playing I see a dog.
I tried to run, but he caught me.
I felt him trying to bite me. So I
Scratched at him. I guess I scratched him because
He let me go. I ran to my house, and scratched
On the door and my master let me in.

Carla Williams
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Untitled
I am a hwnan man who loves to shoot pool
I am a unfunky man-- some say I'm a fool
I am a woman's man-- some want to fight
I am a bird man who takes a 3:00 a.m. morning flight
I am a dotted elephant man with lots of might
I am a man.
I am a crazy man who loves to think
I am a money man that buys my cars pink
I am a loveable man who buys all my girls a mink
I am a unalcoholic man that doesn' t drink
I am a black man that Malcolm X hit with a sink
I am a man.
I am a unbeatable man who never been beat
I am a dancing man who uses his feet
I am a quick man who takes off with a blast
I am a unstoppable man who moves very fast
I am a questionable man who always has to ask
I am a man.

Jeramie Alexander

I, \
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Evening Shade High School
Evening Shade, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Glenda Hopper
Visiting Writers: Margaret Domaus, Gerard Donovon

Untitled

My brother is playing
He feels the soldiers
He smells the gunpower
He hears the explosions
He tastes the war
He sees death
He moves like an innocent angel
He is thinking about peace
anonymous

Visions of White

I see fields
ponds
Coyotes running
in the bam
mice at play
gnawing on bridles
of old, rough leather
yellow hay, white mice
Bright sunlight
leaving the barn
an old farm house
the sun shines
Blurred visions of white
MaLinda Morgan
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My Chair
I walk
to the barn
I see chipping paint
sunlight off the tin roof
I am blinded
My spirits rise
The weeds
crowd the barn
clutching the sides
I hear wind
whipping cattails
in the pond
I feel grass
tangled on my ankles
I open the door
I am greeted by a musty odor
I see the hay green with age
I see dust
caught in sun beams
floating by
I walk to the comer
and see a chair
from long ago
faded from sun
I sit
I hear the creak of wood
I am saddened
I feel like the chair
long forgotten
I slowly walk
to the pond
I see my reflection
rippled by raindrops
I smell rain
I lay down
I see the gray sky
I feel like the chair
old and unwanted
my heart is like the chair
broken by being unused.

Haiku

Moon filled with life
over the neutral boat
drifting on death river
Johnnie Rowland

Haiku

Fly high bird
Over the trees
Toward the sun
Joslyn Smith

C hrissi Reynolds
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Untitled

Big old barn, old rusty tin roof, weathered oak walls.
Playing mother to old tools and baby calves.
Sheltering the ground beneath it.
What would the old walls say if they could speak?
Surrounded by mother nature and wildlife:
Tall golden brown grass and huge green trees.

John Shands
Untitled

My teacher is lecturing about history
She feels the cold book in her hand
She smells the chalk dust
She hears the kids whispering
She tastes the sweat in the air
She sees the dim light of the room
She breathes like a frail tulip
She is thinking about cats in the night air

Natalie Smith
Broken Dreams
So much depends
upon
a old, broken
dream
washed with detergent
soap
beside the clothes line

Natalie Smith
Untitled

Love is like soup
The more you put
In it the better it gets.

Amanda Sisk
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Gentry Middle School
Gentry, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Karen Digby
Visiting Writers: Mark Lewis, Cody Walker

Untitled
Forests are fun
Over the trees where the birds can fly
Rustling of leaves makes many nice sounds
Every tree is a very special thing
Splashes on ponds come from crystal clear water
Teasing of squirrels is just the sight to see

Nicholas Sewart

Nice Kiss
The neighbor screamed, "Hot Dog!" looked out and saw my dog Dingo
collapse to ashes. I called 911 and the ambulance zoomed up in a Texas
second and splattered my other dog Bingo in a New York second. I missed
the bus so I hitchiked a ride with leather-face to my job at the chicken-slicing
factory. I felt chickens pecking at me and smelled chicken kidneys and
chocolate. I got fired because I broke the machine by sticking my hand in it.
I fell in the sewer and floated home. Unfortunately, my blind date, Fat
Albert's mother arrived early. She sprayed me with woodland strawberry air
freshener. After our date, we cleaned up Dingo's ashes with a Vanna White
made vacuum and kissed Fat Albert's mom good-night.

•

3rd period 6th grade class
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6 Ways To Look At An Alien
Have you ever tasted an alien? I have, it tastes like spinach. It's nasty.
What about smelling an alien? Gosh they smell like the garbage dump.
When they talk they make noise like an elephant. If you touch them you stick
to them because they have suction cups on their body. The one I amazingly
saw had a light blue trunk for a nose and it was so fat it couldn't fit through a
door. It was dark blue with light blue dots on it!
He was very grumpy. He wrote on a piece of paper that he hadn't slept in a
few hundred years.
Matt Webster

I Fell Out Of Bed
I fell out of bed to the sound of the fire alarm. I was shocked by the green
sun hovering and sweating in the slimy sky. I tumbled down the fire escape
and crashed through McDonald's kids room sunroof where I ate hashbrowns
black as the charred ruins of my house. I pedaled my tricycle to work where
I make everlasting Gob. Stopping for dinner, I cooked monkey tails in
dinosaur saliva. I moved into an erupting volcano.
1st period 6th grade class

Aliens
Someone saw a weird looking spaceship and she screamed. The aliens eat
baseballs and chalk. They sound like the alphabet going backwards. They
feel slimy. They have six eyes, two in front, two in back and one on each
side.
Amanda Gray
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Greenbriar Elementary and Junior High
Greenbriar, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Janice Jones
Visiting Writers: Ginny Bellott, Kristin Hall,
Elizabeth Oehlkers, Denise Rogers

Zebra Artists
Zebra artist, zebra artist
where are you
I need you to draw, draw, draw
you do not get paid to
play and eat and
please, please draw for
me.
Phillip Russel

The Day The Teacher Tried To Teach Social Studies
Mrs. Clark is teaching about slavery
She feels the air from the air conditioner
She smells cough drops and chalk dust
She hears the air conditioner engine and
pencils rolling on desks
She tastes cool water
She sees all the kids looking at their
books
She's thinking about her pay check
Chad Smith
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My Cat
My cat is lazily sleeping
dreaming dreams of mice
who don't like to be nice.
He feels the anger boiling inside him
for those mice are playing jokes on him.
So he sets a trap that smells of cheese, that tastes
good,
and when the mice smell the cheese, they're
caught, all lonely and sad.
My cat just laughs and cannot stop
'til I wake him to play.
Rebecca J . Jones

If Bells Were English Muffins
If bells were English muffins you'd eat them,

and they'd go ding dong. Then the liberty
bell would be the liberty muffin. And the English
muffin would be the English bell. You'd ring
them and they'd fall apart.
Anthony#6

If Grass Were Knees
They would bend all the time
and rest when they were tired.
They would smell sweet.
They would wear pants in the
winter so they won't be cold.
J eft Messenger
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What Would A Tornado Taste Like
A tornado may taste like bark or
wood from trees pulled from the ground,
or dingy from the dirt and mud. A tornado
may taste sweet from the com picked
up, or like flesh from people,
caught up in it. A tornado
may taste like wool from sheep
or lambs, or wood, brick and
shingles from buildings
tom down. A tornado
may taste like plastic
metal from chairs
of a schoolhouse.
A tornado may
taste like
sorrow of
people
far&
near.
Karri Miller

Dancing
My friend is dancing in a gigantic
hall.
She feels the eyes of the strangers watching her.
She smells the chocolate chip cookies
at the large snack table.
She hears the elegant music flowing
through the hall.
She tastes the fumes from her sweet
perfume.
She sees the musician playing the
small, brown violin.
She is happy like a little girl
seeing the sunset for the first
time.
She is thinking about the first
time her father danced with her.
Renee Moore
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You Know You Are In A Pickup When ...
You are on a mountain road.
And the essence of wild
flowers fills your truck cab.
On the right you see
three little butterflies fling
around the flowers. As you
go around some trees you
hear the song of the bluebird.
Your mouth turns dry when you go
under a precious waterfall.
You reach down and grab your coke
and take a sip.
You stop and get out of your
truck and pick a flower
that you like.

Roger Williams

Untitled
Lightning tastes like a fiery jalapeno pepper
fried to a crisp, or a mouthful of dry sand
that warmed under the sun.
Lightning tastes like a person giving me
a mouthful of bad news.

Jennifer Adams

This Is Just To Say
I have taken your precious
love that was in your heart
and which you were probably
saving for a sad, rainy day
Forgive me it was so warm
and tender.

Lorrie Trammell
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Untitled

My grandfather is like a big bear.
He feels rough and his fingers are like big claws.
He sees through the eyes of a bear, especially at dinner time.
He hears his enemies as they walk along his path.
He tastes like fresh salmon, just picked up out of the water.
He smells like a bear's fur with the sunshine on it.
He is groaning like a bear that has just killed its prey.
He is thinking he is the king of the forest.
Jeremy Millerallet

Untitled

My brother is shooting pool.
He feels the slickness on the pool stick
from the chalk he has put on it.
He sees the sly expression on the face
of his opponent.
He hears the balls crashing
against each other as he jerks
the stick back after making
his shot.
He tastes the big, fresh mouthful
of Skoal he has just stuck in his mouth
before the game.
He smells the smell of the cigarette smoke
that fills the air in the pool hall.
He is laughing like a hyena
while he is thinking how stupid
he was for letting this guy
hustle him.
Misty Britton
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Lee Elementary
Springdale, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Angela Wooten
Visiting Writers: Sha'an Chilson, Elizabeth Oehlkers

Woman Falls OfT Speeding Train -Looking For The Bathroom
She was
yelling and jumping up and down
I got to go and she opened the
wrong door and there she went

Trinity Smith

Bird-Watcher Records His Dad's Voice
From Beyond The Grave
I was listening to the sounds of the birds around my neighborhood
on a cool Sunday morning then I heard a sound of a
man his voice was very pale and grouchy I could see it
was coming from a cemetary behind my house but I tried to
ignore it by concentrating on the sounds but every minute
it got louder so I went to see what it was, it was the corpse
of my dad it got louder, and louder then it perished like ice
when you put it in hot water
Mark
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If Eggs Were Peanut Butter
If eggs were peanut butter I would be eating

an egg yoke and jelly sandwich. I would eat yoke spread
on biscuits. I would have to crack shells to get Peanut
butter on my bread. I would be looking at a yellow
and purple sandwich. My sandwich would be sizzling.
Robert Lambert

The Little Old Lady

The little old woman was in the
kitchen with her brown and green apron
on. She was making Thanksgiving dinner.
The little old lady is making Ham in spaghetti
sauce for the dinner. She sees smoke coming
out of the oven. She is tasting her broccoli in
whip cream. The lady is feeling the heat coming
off the hot stove. She hears the microwave beeping
signaling that it is done. She is thinking about
why nobody is coming over for dinner.
Briana Renda
Dr. Little

Dr. Little lives in a medicine bottle.
Everyday he smells aspirin and sees needles
shooting in and out of people's arms. He hears
people screaming for their moms and dads.
If they scream they get a sucker. Dr. Little
tries to scream so he can have a sucker
but nobody hears him. He feels awful and
wishes he could get out. He is thinking about
his children and if they are alive or not.
Bobbi Jo Dor'e
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If Soda Cans Were Hampsters
If soda cans were hampsters

you wouldn't be able to drink out of
them
they would bite your noses
and claw your face
If soda cans were hampsters

they would be furry and tickle
your nose
And you would have to feed them
and clean horrible messes.
If soda cans were hampsters

you would be out of your mind
Misti Kinney

I'm Crazy
I'm crazy, at least that's
what people say.
I live in a hospital, wear cow
ears, and moo all day.
I used to live in a pasture
and eat hay
But then they took me
away
Now I'm here in the hospital
every day
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Misti Kinney
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Mammoth Springs Elementary
Mammoth Springs, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Janet King
Visiting Writers: James Frank, Jay Karr

Gray Paper
There once was a small
but very intellectual
little goat. One day he
was walking along a gravel
pathway where he found
a little book that he was bound
to love. So he picked it up
and looked inside and found
a piece of gray paper
and it started orbiting
the goat.
Danielle Tyson

Holy Goose
There was a moon that was made
out of grass. Around that moon
purple tarts were floating.
The moon was green instead of yellow.
I like watching the moon change
into different shapes before I go
to bed. There were gloomy peppers
on that moon and a white nose
stuck out of it every night.
Tony Knox
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Racket
Racket is like a band
that has had no practice,
so awful that the ceiling fell,
so loud that the dogs blew up,
so noisy that the people ran in terror.
Kimberly Kersey

Some Old Man

On another boring day I made a
crumpled up old man out of my hands.
He looked real old.
That afternoon I built him a house.
Instead of on land he sunk
in the mud by a tree.
That night in the dark I made
a dog and acted like he ate a candy bar.
He spit it out. I guess it was burnt.
Leigh Ann Maddeaux

My Hand Is
I killed Jimmy and a dog
with my hand
I hitchiked to St. Louis
with my hand
Daniel Carrol

My Hands

With my hand I can feel
my tan dog that hops.
With my hands I can play
with my cute kitten and feel
how soft she is. With my hands
I can touch the old red truck
while it runs.
Lacey Manes
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Untitled
There's a place where the trees blow good smell,
Where the moon glows like a sun,
And the river shines like glass

Kimberly Rogers

My Hands
My hands can steal like you, Larry Bird
They can shoot slick shots like you,
Michael Jordan.
My hands can dribble like you,
Magic Johnson.
My hands, my beautiful hands
are fast and smooth.

Kim Johnson

Dryness
Dryness is like a fish out of water
Dryness is like a sandy desert
Dryness feels like a grinder in my throat
Dryness is like an empty glass of water
Dryness is like an emptiness in my bladder
Dryness is like an empty river bed
Dryness is like a pile of dust
Dryness, the emptiness in my heart

Cameron Crowe
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Marion Senior High School
Marion, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Barbara Galtelli
Visiting Writers: Robb Tillett, Cody Walker

What Does A Book Feel Like?
Tired of being opened & closed.
Tired of people throwing me up & down.
Tired of people flipping through the pages without reading me.
But most of all I hate saying the same thing over & over again.
Matt Austin

6000 Dinosaurs Found In Cave Using 20th Century Technology
We thought by acting extinct humans would forget
about us. Now that they've found us all American forces
have been called in to kill us. That's the last time I vote for
Bush!!! Dino special elite forces teams are ready to
fire upon earth if Bush is reelected. Hey get those
reporters out of here.
Bill Earnood

Aliens Arrive From Mars
Aliens arrive from Mars. Little
did we know that they come cars. All the little
alien kids and alienettes. Come in bright
color corvettes. All the Papa's and future to be
dads. Come in dark color porsches that were
really really rad. But I sure do hate they
have to go back to Mars. Because me and
my friends stole their cars.
Darvis Harvey
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The Place
What is a waterlall?
A place where you can go
To play all day
Every day.
Reaching down
From the sky.
All the way down like a white sheet in the wind.
Listen to the sound
Listen all day.
Casey Hinton

Autumn Leaves
As cold weather comes
Unwelcome sometimes,
The leaves of trees fall
Utterly silent
Many are red, some are gold,
Naturally turning autumn hues.
Leaves burning in piles
Emit an acrid smell.
A group of leaves rustles in the wind.
Voicing a fmal goodbye
Eager to be gone by
Snowfall.
Rachael Pirani

Vikings: The Never-Ending Quest
(inspired by the Vikings of the 13th century)
Dinky donuts on the wall
Arrows going through the hall
Vikings coming down the Arctic Ocean
In a really speedy motion
Darting through the endless sea
David H.
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Our Lady of Holy Souls
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Gretchen Gowen
Visiting Writers: Gerard Donovan, Jay Karr, Mark Lewis,
Derek Van Lynn
Untitled
Snow glistens in the moonlight
trees whistle as wind blows
mountains loom in the light blue sky.
It's like I'm an ant in nature.
The mountains and trees reach high above.
The shadows crawl around me.
Megan Southern

Untitled
Snow covers tall grass.
Trees with white bare skin.
Mountains thick, tall, and white.
Icy rocks waiting to melt
Yell ow suns become blue.
Animals frightened with hunger.
Lauren W a/lace

Snow Angels
Snow seems like angels shaking wings.
Mountains stretch across the sky.
Trees soar in the air.
Klye Corbin
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Heat

Riding your bike and sweating.
The sun burning a tree.
A chicken being cooked in an oven.
Heat is ice being melted,
a greenhouse in summer.
Josh Hart

Untitled

Snow lands like a flat ball
mountains are hurting the sky
trees look like blooming flowers
Scott Gallsgher

Untitled

Snow licks the ground
white wraps the trees
mountains cover birds with darkness
trees cling the slurping mud
As I watch it all happen,
I fell in a ditch with the
bubble bath and the faces of
the trees greener than her hairs
barking in summer. Where? Where
does it come from? It comes from the
snakey path, the crystals of clouds.
Eddie St. Amour
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Untitled

Snow is soap bubbles floating
in a bathtub.
Maple trees are a ball of stars on a post.
Mountains are people wearing baseball
caps.
Mary Kremers

Untitled

Snow glistens like a dove
Mountains are vast like the sky
Trees sway like a swan
I came upon a purple tree
In the purple tree there were green birds
The green birds had an orange nest
In the orange nest there were red eggs
In the red eggs there were light green birds.
Lyndsey McKay

Invaders

A bunch of men
gathered in a field
to see the lights in the sky
The green man came down
in the air.
His eyes one blue, black, orange.
His body tall, the teeth
small.
He was going to invade Earth
take it over for more land.
Then one man shook his
hand and said how come you
are the only one.
Trey Flynn
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Bug Exterminator
Ding! Dong! I ring the bell
"Come in" they tell me
I start right a way
"Look upstairs" they say
I trudge up the green carpeted
stairs and see a few roaches
run across my path
Ssss! I spray them and they're dead
I start to look around
The family is a mess!
A purple and pink striped sock hides
a black and green bug
Ssst! It's dead
"Are you done yet?" says a lady's voice
"Almost," I call back
A wasp is lurking in a greasestained pizza box
What slobs!
Ssst! My work is done
Beth Saer

Love
Love is a big, warm hug
Love is cuddling by the fire
with a big stuffed bear.
Love is letting your dog
sleep in your bed
Love is seeing your best friend
whom you haven't seen in months
Love is writing a letter to your
mother while you' re away
Megan Johnson
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Pain
Pain looks like the black and blue face of a boxer
Pain smells like the decaying body of a gang member,
Pain feels like breaking your wrist.
Pain feels like the blood of a tooth you just pulled.
Pain sounds like a roach when it is squashed.
Lauren H ami/ton

The Woods
With curved arms
Trying to catch you.
With strange voices
Surrounding you.
With many eyes
Looking at you.
Woods are like a dark
Cloud with trees.
Marta Czernik
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Parkers Chapel School
ElDorado, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Sandra Bailey
Visiting Writers: Sha'an Chilson, Mark Lewis. Susan Perabo,
Katrina Vandenberg

How To Know For Sure Your Retainer's In the Trash
It's the cold chill of realization that washes over you
when your tongue hits the roof of your mouth
and nothing's there. It's the dread of your orthodontist's
probing look. It's knowing the napkin you so carefully
wrapped it in is at the bottom of the can,
buffeted by paper bags and milk cartons.
It's the cold scream of despair that runs through you
when your groping, frantic hand finds nothing.
It's the dragging of your feet back to class,
going over an array of stories to tell your mother
when you get off the bus.
Lummalee Carroll

How To Know For Sure There's No Santa Claus
When your mom tells you on Christmas Eve
to get into bed so she can put your presents out.
When the toy you asked for still has the price tag on it.
When the trailer doesn't have a chimney
and the doors are locked.
Amy Jackson
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How To Know For Sure The President Is From Arkansas
You know for sure the President is from Arkansas
when the Vice-President is from Tennessee.
You know for sure the President is from Arkansas
when the new Ambassador to the United Nations is Jack Daniels.
You know for sure the President is from Arkansas
when the bald eagle is replaced by a hound dog.
You know for sure the President is from Arkansas
when the Statue of Liberty is wearing a baseball cap and holding a
12-pack.
You know for sure the President is from Arkansas
when the Senate wears overalls to work.

Craig Griffin

If Shoes Were Telephones
If shoes were telephones then
the lines would always be tied
up. If you were barefoot your
lines would be disconnected. To answer
the phone your shoes would have
to come off. When walking in the
water you could take the risk of
getting shocked.

Geaf!Thiers

" )
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A Poor, Starry-eyed Teenager...

A poor starry-eyed teenager worked in a run-down clam shack down by
the pristine white sand on the beach of Florida. She was a relatively good
waitress--always remembered to ask if they wanted dessert, always on time,
never asked to switch shifts with other workers, kept her uniform nice and
starched, but in her mind she was not a waitress. She was a dancer.
In her heart of hearts she knew that to be ever truly happy she'd have to
be living in the good ol' South doing what she wanted to do most in this
world--square dancing.
One day she was flipping the T.V. from MTV to the football game the
customers wanted to see when she saw--oh she saw--a must-be message from
God--CMT (Country Music Television). Time was frozen, the music in the
background faded, the cracking of clams couldn't be heard over her pounding
heart, no one moved--shoot, no one breathed, while she gazed mesmerized by
what she saw.
Beautiful, colorful, laughing ladies in huge, ruffled, checkerboard
square skirts and tall, strong, slightly smiling men that spun them around the
wooden floor with the greatest of pleasure and ease. Lights flickered and the
melodic country twang surged in the background as a booming hypnotizing
voice called, "CMT wants you, yes you to come to Tennessee and try your
fancy footwork at our big square dancing competition--cash prizes will be
awarded to 1st, 2nd, 3rd places--call this number for more information."
Suddenly she was aware of the commotion around her--"Are you gonna
change it to the game or what?" "We've already missed the kickoff, chick--hey anybody home?" "Bring me a beer for the 50th time I say. "
She was in a dream--her dream--she would be on CMT--she would
square dance her secret country heart out. The ticket cost her over a month of
her savings from working at the clam shack but she didn't care--she would
live off the cash prizes she won from the contest--she would never come back
to Florida.
She made a rural hoop skirt with some pieces of barbed-wire and
covered it with a beautiful red and white checked tablecloth. She brushed
and curled her hair and applied her cosmetics in a way she thought most
flattering to her delicate features and threw her scarcity of possesions in a
paper grocery bag and walked briskly to the depot in her homemade square
dancing skirt with visions of stardom filling her young head.
She handed the conductor her one way ticket and asked him when she
would need to change trains. She pressed the barbed wire so close to her legs
she felt blood and sweat trickle down her thighs as she made her way to the
rear of the train. She sat back and closed her eyes, breathed deep her last
smell of salt and mentally dosie-doed until she no longer heard the chuggachug of the train.
Stacy Bennett
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If Soda Cans Were Elephants...
You couldn't pick them up, frrst of all.
It would take one big machine to
hold enough elephants to drink. They
would also cost more than 50 cents.
When you were done you couldn't
crush them with your hand or stomp
them flat. They would probably stomp you.
Elephants aren't very recyclable either.
To get one you would have to go to
Africa to hunt down.
People in the circus would have
to train soda cans to stand on stools
at the crack of a whip.
Chris O'Neal

How to Know For Sure You Watch Too Much Television
If you recite every commercial
at the grocery store.
You begin to actually enjoy
those animal study shows.
You are convinced you are
Superman in disguise.
You are sure that Ninja Slayers
have planted a bomb on your
coffee pot.
You believe the guy next door is
one of America's Most Wanted.
If your social studies teacher
is Vanna White and the person
in front of you is Pat Sajak.
You swear the Batcar
just passed you.

Jamie Hearne
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How to Know For Sure Michael Jackson Moved in Next Door

There's a giraffe in my backyard.
You are blinded by the glare
off his face. You hear music and
loud, high-pitched sounds coming
from next door all night long.
You see a strange, martian-like
creature moon-walking on the
roof at night. You see fans streaming
in all the time. You smell some
jungle and desert animals. You
find noses thrown outside the
window at the end of each week.
Jamie King

Poetry, Carbueretor School, Diplomat, Ladder

There once was a diplomat who went to Eastland Carbueretor School in
West England to climb up the high, useful ladder of Robert Frost poetry
writing. He loves to go from country to country in his broken down
carbueretor car and hand out silly unrhyming poetry. He once went to
Carbueretor, Texas, hoping to find the ladder to success, but it was useless
and he came back home with nothing except diplomatic speeches. He thinks
poetry is nice, but, of course, dirty carburetors oozing with slimy oil is much
better. When you go to Eastland Carbueretor School what else can you
expect but a useless diplomat still trying to climb something that was never
there in the frrst place. The End.
Carissa Wagnon
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How To Know For Sure There is No Santa Claus

When you wake up Christmas morning
and the cookies you left out were mysteriously
put back into the cookie jar.
When you get up in the middle of Christmas Eve night
to go to the bathroom and you run into
your Mom and Dad with an armful of presents.
When you're suddenly awakened by the scratching
of trees and the remains of a tattered red and white suit
dangling from a tree and you see a fading red light
and some broken antlers barely sticking out
from under what appears to be a sleigh.
Ashley Manning

How to Know for Sure the President of the United States is from
Arkansas

Bubbas know Bubbas.
Call it redneck intuition.
A Bubba just feels it,
When he sees a fellow fisherman.
It might be the accent,
The way he articulates "y'all,"
Or it might be the smell,
Of Eau de Possum in Fall.
A Bubba knows a Bubba,
And I'm sure that he's true.
Clinton's a Bubba,
And this poem is through.
You might poke fun,
'Cause this poem rhymes.
But Bubbas like 'em like this,
'Cause they're real, real good.
Jeff Fox
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Prairie Grove High School
Prairie Grove, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Ada Wax
Visiting Writers: Sonya Reeves, Bob Zordani

Gun Shot
The report is heard loudly;
His life drains away.
The room begins to look cloudy.
The report is heard loudly;
His mother weeps sadly;
Never again, will he be able to play.
The report is heard loudly;
His life drains away ...
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Dustin Frank

Garage

11
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Our garage serves as my studio,
my feet fly across icy cement.
Soft forms of grace just seem to flow
from my body as cutting winds blow .
Our garage serves as my studio,
and not for what it was meant.
Our garage serves as my studio,
my feet fly across icy cement.
Nichole Tennant
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Untitled

The thunder of the river,
as the kayak dives and dances.
It makes me quiver,
the thunder of the river.
Like a child plays and prances
the kayak dives and dances.
The kayak's wet skin shivers,
the man dressed in silver,
he doesn't have many chances
to break the ice cold shiver,
the thunder of the river,
as the kayak dives and dances.
Travis Farrell

She-Dog
The old woman with drawn-on eyebrows,
Probably old enough to be my great-grandmother,
Is walking in front of the toy store.
Her silvery spiked hair gleaming.
The red leather pants crinkling
As she walks in her three inch spiked heels.
Her purse is like a large suitcase,
dragging behind her as she walks along.
She is oblivious to the curious stares.
She disappears in the large crowd.
Susan Vickery
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Untitled

An old shack in the desert
Painted with sand and brush
Children outside playing in dirt
Dogs lay around chewing on bones
A wnnkled man is telling stories of the past
No rain for days
Dust covers the junky cars out back.
Time, so slowly as it passes.
Maureen Conn

Where Life Begins

Through the meadows the stream wanders.
The fence stares as it rolls by.
Shadows run and hide behind the fence.
As the meadow ends, it calmly, but forcefully
spits out the stream,
into the globe that carresses our world,
and where life begins.
Melanie Logsdon

The Dentist Office

You hear the drills grinding into teeth,
the sound so high it hurts your ears.
Knowing there's a cavity beneath,
you sit there in disbelief.
He puts his tools back in the sheath,
calming the flow of your tears.
You hear the drills, grinding into teeth,
The sound so high it hurts your ears.
Alana Boyle
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Ringgold Elementary
Benton, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Amelia Wilson
Visiting Writers: Roger Johnson, Michael Lippard

Chicken Farmer Finds Diamonds In Eggs
Farmer Bobby Wright found
a giant diamond in an egg
Saturday morning. He saw the egg's weird shape.
He heard his wife scream when she cracked
the egg for breakfast. He tasted
the hard and crunchy egg-diamond.
He felt the sharp point of the diamond
in his mouth. He smelled the aroma
of the stinking diamond egg.
This is a miracle.
Misty Dawn Wright

The Ice Tiger
The tiger smells
like snow. The tiger
looks like snow. It looks
as white as a cloud.
The tiger is called the Ice
Tiger. When it dies, it tastes
like snow in the air.
Its fur feels good on your hand.
You may still hear
it in the night roaring
away. And it sounds good.
Eric McGuire
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Ant Army Eats 935 People!

Because the ants got tired of
getting squashed. So the people
see ants and run.
But the ants eat
935 people
and don't get squashed
again. And kill the people
if they do step on the ants.
7 months later
no more people on the planet
Earth. So the ants eat
all the planets, even the sun
and stars.
Chris Murrell

You Know You're In A Castle When

You taste royal food,
when you see the King,
when you smell the royal
garden,
when you hear
the war.
When you touch the throne.
Brandy Landreth

You Know You're In The Ballpark When ...

You smell the freshly cut grass,
The hot dogs that taste so good in your mouth,
That you just wish they were longer.
And sometimes on cold nights--the ones that are 20 degrees
Farenheit, they serve hot chocolate.
And usually there is a drunk man there, but you
don't care, you think, this is the "ballpark."
Sometimes if you get there early, they'll tum
the lights on just by the click of a switch.
It's neat how someone will slide into second,
dirt will fly up, and you can hear the ump say
"You're Outta There!" It's this way with any
"ballpark," but I like Ray Winder Field.
Brent Yearry

How To Wake Up Looking Beautiful

1. Eat eggs and honey for breakfast.
2. Then jog around your block 25 times.
3. Read a cookbook for 2 hours.
4. Eat sardines for lunch.
5. Stand on your head for 10 minutes.
6. Take a bath in bacon.
7. Eat mustard, ketchup, pickes, salt, pepper,
and raw hamburger meat for dinner.
8. Comb your hair with a nail.
9. Brush your teeth with alcohol and
egg yolk.
10. Go to bed on raw fish and rotten
potatoes.
And wake up looking beautiful!
Malea Clanton
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Angry

Angry feels like being hit on the head with a
baseball bat;
Angry looks like two dismatching socks on the floor;
Angry smells like dog food being poured into a
dish;
Angry sounds like thunder on a rainy day;
Angry tastes like raw bread rising.
Jamie Hudson

Depressed

feels like a rock hit me.
looks like an F on my
paper.
tastes like burnt bread.
smells like a rotten egg.
sounds like someone screaming in
my ear.
Jessica Kirby
You Know You're In A Castle When

You see dark knights fighting
dragons outside of the castle
and feel the hard stone floor and
smell the good smell of the kings'
cooks cooking the king's supper
and hear the mice rattling
around the castle and taste the
royal feast.
James Allen Edmonds
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Riverside West
Lake City, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Edna Heidelberg
Visiting Writers: Ginny Bellott, Sabrina Chesne

A Jumping Rock
Arock
sits on a log
like a frog
ready to jump
Janet Ho Lai Yin

The Soft Sigh
A new Easter dress
is like a spring afternoon.
March breeze moving
windchimes.
A March breeze moving
windchimes tastes like strawberries
covered in a fine mist.
Strawberries covered in a fine mist
are like the soft sigh of a new dress.
Lori Blake

Lunchtime
So much depends upon
a pasty
soy bean burger
Doused with watery
catsup
Beside greasy
french fries
David Bird
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Untitled
Walking through the snow
In my backyard
Noticing
The snowflakes
Every second a new one
Rides in the cold air.
Misty Brewer

Because...
So much depends
upon
a little white lie
Speaking with colorful
similes
Beside wonderfully spoken
excuses.
Trista Jones-Cook

Siamese Slippers
If Siamese Cats were shoes
your feet would be much harder to bruise
with slashes and bites.
The shoes get in fights.
And you'd probably appear on the news,
because you would be
the only to see
a pair of siamese shoes.
David Bird
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Robinson Elementary
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Jackie Smith
Visiting Writers: Bay Anapol, Sabrina Chesne,
Roger Johnson, Derek Van Lynn

Untitled

This man ...
got fired from work.
lost his child.
got pulled over.
caught his hair on fire.
had a flat tire.
ran over a puppy.
almost drowned.
sliced his finger.
broke his arm.
wrecked his car.
had to go to court.
got arrested.
and was sued.
got shot in the leg.
came home with no dinner.
Untitled

Melissa Matthis
If a diamond was a cow,

you could drink milk anytime you wanted. You could push
a button and the diamond
would moo. Every time you
milked the cow, the diamond
would lose a little of its
color. If diamonds were cows,
diamonds would be hairy
and you could see right through cows.
Chris Gosnell
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Untitled

You know you're at the county
fair when you hear the loud
fast beat of the banjo and
the screams of fear and
fun. When you hear people tell
the people to come over to
their booth. You hear juicy plump
hot dogs sizzling on the
grill and plump white popcorn.
Taste the cotton candy it explodes
with juicy red ripe strawberries
or gushing green grapes and the
hot dog off the grill seems to
melt in your mouth.
Rachel Elms

You Know Somebody's Weird When ...

Their colorful red, yellow, green
hair is standing end to end.
You see the long, black, sharp
teeth.
You smell the supper they had
before.
You taste a kill bad sense
of humor.
You can touch their huge
smelly feet that
are a mile long.
And when they eat they
seem to make
a noise like a lion
chewing on a big bone
of a cow.
And they walk like
they have one
foot.
Lee Ann Bell
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Untitled
If a school was a horse you would

go on many field trips, run into many
large walls, and it would be very tall. You
would have saddles for desks, and stirrups
for pencil holders, hair for a chair, and
hoofs for books.
Heather Taggart

World's Biggest Baby
When this baby learns to walk I'm heading
to the hills. It's so big it takes 30x
the clothing a normal baby would. By the size
of it I wonder what the world's 2nd biggest baby
is. When it cries it sounds like a heavy thunderstorm.
The whole continent will flood!
Jean Ann Hayni

This Is Just To Say
I have let the elephants
out of the circus
and which you probably
would have had do a daring trick
forgive me but
they were just standing there
looking gloomy and
plus I. think they needed the
exercise.
Lashandra Neuton
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You Know You're In My Sister's Room When ...
You smell fingernail polish and choking perfume
You hear a blasting radio and someone whispering
on the phone.
You taste chocolate chip cookies from the night
before
You see wrinkled clothes and make up
accidentaly smeared on the carpet
You feel the coldness of it being locked
up so no one can get in.
Wanda Duke

How To Know For Sure You're In My Family's Car
It smells like old sticky socks
and it is brown and makes a sound
like an old cow.
It is long like a song.
The seats are hot like a pout.
Jeff Crawford

How To Know For Sure You Are Dreaming
As I doze off I know I'm dreaming because I can't hear anybody talking
except people in my dream. I know I'm dreaming because I see peace
on earth and everybody's laughing and playing. No one's fighting or
shooting. No one's in a gang and if they are in a gang they're in a
community gang where they help the handicapped. I know I'm
dreaming because one whole group of people comes up and sits down
and gets to know you. I know I'm dreaming because at night you can
stay out as long as you want without any violence. I know I'm dreaming
because you can buy a gun and never have to use it. I know I'm
dreaming because the police never have to arrest anybody. I know I'm
dreaming because at school you have no problems, because no one's
trying to pick a fight and steal. If this could be possible the world
would be a better place.
Amanda Mitchell
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Springdale, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Lana Montgomery
Visiting Writers: Margaret Domaus, Carrie Pomeroy,
Denise Rogers, Katrina Vandenberg

Grandmother

I can still see my grandmother
Up so early to get my uncle off to school
I can remember when we took turns
Mopping the dirty squeaky floor
I will always remember the way
She complained about someone coming
Over to eat and leave
I will always remember when she
Would give me some big floppy shorts
To wear when it was hot
But the thing I know most
Is that I will always love my
Grandmother.
Brandy Page

Untitled

My dad is welding
He feels leather gloves against his hands
He smells factory smoke that burns his lungs
He hears the machines' gears and people yelling like wolves on a full moon
He tastes the hot metal that burns his mouth like an eternal flame
He sees boiling metal that is as hot as lava
He molds metal like a sculptor at work.
Joshua Frischman
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The Way I See It
The way I see it, is that I
am so beautiful and gorgeous,
that not even a sock can resist being put on my foot.
I have golden brown hair
with hazel eyes and thick luscious eyelashes.
When boys walk by me,
Their bottom teeth fall out and start chattering
On the floor. The way I see it, is that I am beautiful.

Jennifer Luper

How Do You Know You're In A Cemetery?
It smells like the blood of a cat.
You begin to hear noises coming from the graves.
The taste is something like century-old cheese.
You can feel ice cold hands that feel like jell-o
Rubbing up your back. You can see
The flesh of something dead.
It looks like melted red marshmallow seeped
All over half-aged bones. You think
You are gonna get sick, so you turn around,
And you are face to face with human blood.
There is no escaping, you feel you are in a trance,
A spider's web, you know
You will die.

Stephanie Dinnell

Baseball Friend
My friend is playing.
He feels the baseball hit his head.
He smells the brand new leather.
He hears people saying watch out for the ball.
He tastes the dirt from the ground
He sees people standing around.
He is as out as you can get.

Ben Scott
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Gambler Loses Wife and Kid In A Poker Game
I look at my cards,
All four spades,
One more card,
And I've got it made.
The other guy said he'd bet his life,
Well I said that I'd bet my wife.
He looks at me, grins, and raises the bid,
So then I bet my only kid.
He deals the last round,
And without a sound,
I fainted dead away,
For I hadn't got a spade,
I hadn't got it made.
I lost my wife and my kid,
And ruined the day,
But hey, I'm in Vegas
I'll get another wife,
And when I remarry,
I'll forget this night.
Matt Pianlto

How To Know For Sure You're In God's Bathroom
When you go to open the door, you notice that everything
is white. You have trouble finding the doorknob because it blends
in with all the white on the door. You find the knob and open
the door. When you walk in the smell of Angel dust hits you.
You walk over to the sink and notice that the faucet is made
pure gold and is shaped as an angel leaning over, the knobs
for hot and cold water are shaped like Angel heads. You
then walk over to the cabinets and open the drawers. In them
you find white towels with GOD written on the bottom.
You look to the left of God's towels and find towels with
MRS. GOD written on the bottom. Next, you walk back over
to the drawers beneath the sink and find curling irons
and brushes and other hair accessories. You will definitely
know when you're in his bathroom.
Bonnie Hamilton
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Attack Of The Hell Ants

I was in the park at a picnic.
And a small anthill was laying vacant beside me.
Then a small ant crawled out.
The ant was half human and half ant.
It had sunglasses on.
Then a million ants, half human, started
pouring out of the ant hill.
All had sunglasses on, but different styles.
They crawled into my basket and ate all my food.
Then they got bigger, very big.
They marched out of the park singing
"The hell ants go marching million by million
ha rah ha rah." And so on.
Finally they got to an expressway, they stopped
cars and ate them, but not the people inside them.
They left them sitting on the seat of the car
still holding onto the steering wheel.
With bugged eyes the people panicked.
"Run for your lives" they yelled.
I saw them building a big ant home with
sand from a sand box.
Then they shrank down to nothing.
I looked around--everything was normal.
Cathy Eubanks

The Relaxing Night of Reading

My mother is reading.
She feels exhausted after a long day of work.
She can smell the crisp smell of the pages of the new book.
She is enveloped in her book and is oblivious to what
is happening around her.
She sees the typed letters of the words and notices every
E is missing the middle bar.
She hears the characters speaking out their words in her
mind as if they were standing in front of her.
She can also feel the heat from the lamp warming
the side of her face in the dark bedroom on this dark
and cool night.
Eric McSweeney
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Untitled
My friend is working on English
He feels the rough wood on the pencil
He smells pencil shavings
He tastes chalk dust
He sees the paper
He writes like a cheetah
He is thinking about writing about the kill.

Brian Cunningham

My Father's Rodeo Life
My father is riding his horse.
He feels the heartbeat of his horse.
He smells the old leather of the saddle.
He hears the saddle creaking under his faded blue jeans.
He tastes the dry dust of the trail he is riding.
He sees his house on the ridge.
He rides like a wild indian, and
he is thinking about his old rodeo life.

Dustin Sanders
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Spring Hill High School
Hope, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Fern Tarpley
Visiting Writers: Mary Beth Baken, Virginia Bellott

If Typewriters Were Grass
You could do a book report
Real fast by riding your
Bike and you could not cut
Your grass and the old people
Could not walk on the lawn
And the farmers would not
Be happy.
Jeremy

If Radios Were Highways
If radios were highways the street would be making soft noises.

You wouldn't need to turn your radio on.
Everyone would be dancing on the hard road.
You'd be driving over bumps that could change the soft tune.
The music would warm your heart.
Sometimes the music would be so loud
It could throw cars as far as the rainbow goes.
And when it was black as a skunk
The tune would stop playing.
Then everyone's eyes would get heavy
And soon they would drop on their beds.
Bradley Reese
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If Wallets Were Hamsters
If wallets were hamsters

I would have a leather
Hamster and I would
Have a fur wallet that
Gets the sofa wet.
The hamster would waddle
All over the place.
I'd have a black hamster
And a golden fur wallet.
What a crazy life.
Cody Collins

How To Know For Sure You're In My Backyard
You know you are in my backyard if
You smell red roses and black trash bags barfing
Out yellowed paper. You see tasty hot dogs and
Your mouth is watering. You feel the wind hit
Your face and it is very cold. It's like you are riding
In a boat and the wind is hitting
Your face.
Cara Rosenbaum

Mom Gives Birth to Seven Pound Eyeball
Mom fainted when she gave birth to an eyeball
"Where do we put the diaper?" one of them said.
"Where do we feed him? Where is his hair?
How does he use the bathroom? How does
he take a bath? Should we put him in
a mental hospital? or not?" Yes, sure
I think anyone agrees, Yes, we do.
Alex Hood
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I Know I Am Going to Laugh
I know I am going to laugh
if I see my brother in bed
early in the morning, his
curly blond hair is sticking
straight up, his crooked teeth
are yellow as the sun, and one
eye is open and one is shut. He
will scream "Give me some
pants and a shirt," he will
be very grouchy, and when
he screams he shakes the
house and then you will shut
your big mouth.
Josh Freeman

Hot
Heap of fire burning
Or cold water
Touching your face and
hands
Cara Rosenbaum

You Know You Are Tired When ...
I know I am tired when I
am angry and I holler and fuss
at my mom and I am sweaty
and stinky like I have not had a
bath in a week and my feet hurt
like when a eat's tail gets stepped
on and my brain is pounding
like a herd of cattle coming
through.
Jennifer Eller
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St. Theresa's School
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Alice Pfeiffer
Visiting Writers: Cindy King, Dan Tessitore

What Silence Tastes Like
Silence tastes like not
moving your mouth to talk,
being someplace and not
being able to open your mouth.
Like your mouth is taped
or forced closed.
Silence is hearing nothing
in an empty room.
The flavor of a tasteless olive
rolling into your throat.
Melissa Martin

How to Know for Sure It's Not Past Your Bedtime
Your mom's not yelling,
the dog isn't howling,
the baby isn't crying,
it isn't bedtime.
You don't feel sleepy,
your snack for bedtime is rolling
on your tongue like spit,
your mom's not yelling
for you to go to bed,
so you're absolutely sure it isn't bedtime.
And ... your cat
isn't in her litter box.
Bijoux Nqundue
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Poem

Christ is like a jigsaw puzzle.
We have a piece of him in each of us.
We have to find the right people
and join together.
Work our way from the rough edges
and work our way to the middle.
John C herepski

Clock
It moves so fast

It's hard to believe
It' s almost past
the time to leave.
It sits on a wall
so stiff and straight.
You don' t know it' s there
until it' s too late.
Melissa Lambert

Anger

A balloon filled with memories.
A broken date on prom night.
You are turned down by a boy
and he goes out with a dumb blond.
A rainy day ruined by light.
Heat her Fritts

Power

Strong machines running
and diesel engines purring.
The rumble of a locomotive
rolling down the tracks.
When lawyers crush a small company
and the banker takes over.
When your parents get old,
you can put them in a nursing home.
When you have all the money.
If you are President and everyone
listens and does not argue.
Daniel Rogers
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CAR-RUNCH! He Eats Cars For Charity

Most people say he's a freak.
I personally disagree.
He likes a car with an oil leak.
The proceeds go to charity.
You should see the size of this man!
He eats a beetle-bug every day.
Once he came over and everyone ran.
His dinner is a Chevrolet.
Sometimes he performs at the circus,
But to him it' s just a snack.
I'm sorry I can't say his name,
But you can see him eat a Cadillac.
Kristy Hood

Rudolph

My life was a bore,
the others making fun of me
just because I was different.
My red nose is unusual,
I confess,
but what about the spot around
Dasher's eye, or the way
that Prancer flies?
Then my life changed. Santa was in a big jam
the night before Christmas.
I remember it well.
The fog was so thick you could walk
on it, almost.
Santa was about to cancel the trip,
but then remembered me.
He hitched me up to the sleigh
and the rest is history.
They even gave me a song.
Lezlie Bukosk
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This Is Just To Say
I apologize; I've written
all the words in your mind,
which you were probably
saving for your poem.
Your words were so soft, fresh
off your mind. I can't promise
I won't do it one more time.
They're as soft as a windy day.
They're lonely, but I wanted to say
I stole your words today.

Angie Bowden

This is Just To Say
I was playing in the dirt outside
and I ran in and had to walk
across the sofa because
I was in such a hurry
I couldn' t go around it.
Upstairs, please look over
the mess in my room.
I had to find what I was
looking for. I never
found it but I'm sure
you will when you see
the bathroom and your room.
Your bed was fun to jump on.
I touched the ceiling
(the mud prints will wash off).
Thank you for letting me
off the hook, especially after
the hole in the living room
ceiling where I drilled
through my bedroom floor.
I'm sure it can be replaced.
Please watch out for my hamster,
which accidentally got loose
under your bed. Thank you
for taking the time to read
this letter. If you need me,
I'm outside, playing in the dirt.

Chris Ingram
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Turrell, Arkansas
Faculty: Rosetta Catt
Visiting Writers: David Pratt, Jay Prefontaine

Things Your Mother Never Told You
Wait till you ' ve finished your shower before you tum the
blowdryer on.
Never buy scratch n' sniff skunk stickers.
Never use the cheese from the mouse traps for a sandwich.
Never give someone change for a three dollar bill.
Never do dental work with an alligator.
Joseph Porterfield

How Do Giraffes Order Pizza
When a giraffe gets a hunger for pizza it raises
its head high. Then it looks over the fence with its
long head hanging down. It looks up and spots
a phone. Inch by inch its face goes over the fence,
next comes its forefeet. It reaches the phone
then in comes the zoo keeper. It pushes the phone
to the ground to give the zoo keeper a hint. It takes its
feet and spells pizza backwards in the dirt.
The zoo keeper takes a look then decides that the
giraffe wants pizza. Then in comes the giraffe's
pizza riding on an elephant's trunk.
Alfred Grays
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Our Senior Year
This year smells like the Combination
Supreme with extra cheese and thick
crust pizza we ate at Debbie's house
and the Rose air freshner
at this Saturday's car wash. This senior
year looks like Michael Jordan doing a
360 degree Tomahawk. It feels like our
feet firmly fastened to the Delta. We're
sweeter than a pound of sugar in a gallon
of Kool-Aid, and we are a roaring jet
taking off...

Mrs. Steele's Senior Class
Trigonometry
Trigonometry is a guy that
I would definitely hate to date.
He is complicated, Difficult-rated,
puzzling and never loving.
He stalks me day and night, calls me
when I'm not all right; sometimes
I wonder if I might
just kill him, knock him out, and then I will
be through, and I would never have
to take this mess again from anyone
like you!

Debbie Jackson
My Ex-boyfriend
He smells like the muddy ditch
that we fought in. He looks like a
Skinny Monkey, wearing sweat pants.
He sounds like an angry bear
when he gets jealous. He
feels like a sharp porcupine
whenever he touches me. He
tastes like a sour cry baby.

LaToyaLowe
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What Is In George Bush's Closet?
George Bush tosses all of his
dirty clothes in the closet until his wife
gets them out and washes them. When
she does not wash them for a week
the closet is full to the top. When
he gets mad when she does not wash
his clothes he raises taxes. Also
he has rats living in his closet
because all the clothes give them
a place to make there home.
Their dog lives with the rats in the
closet and makes friends with
the rats.

James Hreilt

Science

Science smells like the formaldehyde
that killed that poor little pig in Mrs.
Gambrell's room. Science looks like the
grim reaper coming to flunk me because I
missed passing by one point. It feels
like a throbbing headache on a hot humid
day and tastes like the hot slimy menthol
Halls you take for your throat. But it sounds like
a mother screaming because her baby has
just been shot for no reason at all.
Dorothy Allen
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John Tyson Elementary
Springdale, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Carolyn Brooks
Visiting Writers: Seth Goodman, Randolph Thomas
Summer
"It's summer now," my mother says.
The sun's out and it wants to play.
"Okay," I say. Wow! It tastes like golden
honey and looks like fresh green hay.
It smells like fresh-baked cookies and feels
like a brand new, smooth pop-up
book, and sounds like the wind is
whispering sweet sounds.
Katrina Passmore

Flowers as Bright as the Sun
In spring, the flowers bloom as bright
as the sun. You can tell by sight and smell
that they're the most beautiful and amazing
flowers in the world. And if you
have the power to pick one, and
bring one in a dark room,
they'll be even more beautiful
than before.
Elvio Gomez
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Good Luck Elephant
Go off to Asia
No bad luck
Trees everywhere and a long, long
sky-- like thirty cows
making a sound at the same time.
He's in Asia-- on vacation
because it's warm!
When Your Knees Go Bad
Chrystal Hill

They walk in another direction,
sneak up behind you.
Then they trip you; when you
fall you feel pain
You see them walk away. They
go upstairs. You get
your mother to get them.
Finally you get to walk.
You hope they never go bad again.
Michelle Jimenez

Terrorized Family Can't Shake Evil Demons!
A family is living
with evil demons who have poisoned
the food and poked needles
in their bodies.
Then the family is bored and
sewn to death. Finally,
in silence, the family
is dead in their rooms,
to stay until they are skeletons .
Ricky Irwin
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Talking Chimp
The talking chimp
was found in a zoo.
All the people crowded around,
and all were amazed
by what seemed to
be not true.
A fantasy or
a trick of magic.
But whatever it
was, it was a
fantasy for all.
The talking chimp
was swinging from
branch to branch
saying we "Wee Wee.
Oh what fun.
Oh what joyful
fun this is for all."
All were amazed by what
it was doing, and it went
on with "Wee Wee.
Oh what fun. Oh
what joyful fun.
This is fun." But
when they found
out it was not true,
they only liked his voice.
All was dull.

Dawn Hawkins
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Watson Elementary
Huntsville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Dr. Dana Samples
Visiting Writers: Ginny Bellott, Kristen Hall
I Love My Mom When ...

She makes pancakes and eggs,
she watches Oprah with me,
she rocks me in her lap,
she lets me bathe Matthew,
and kisses me good night
even when I have broke a
plate.
Becky Leftwich

Love
Caring for each other
Sharing a ball
Wagging a whip tail
Fetching a ball
Chasing me
Black head and floppy ears on my lap
Sad brown eyes when I leave for school.
Matthew Haught

What does night sound like?
It sounds like crickets singing.
And owls sleeping
And monkeys swinging
And birds speaking
And the wind screaming.
Melissa Reynolds
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if...
You hear the see-saws rust
as you drive
through the
Dusty Dirt road
and old memories
come back to you.
and you
would daydream
all the way
home
and that's a crystal
of light.

anonymous
Jealousy
You know you are jealous
when someone punches you
and you can't punch them back.
You know you are jealous
when your dog
plays with someone else.
Chad

What Does Anger Look Like?
It looks like my brother when I
say he's stupid.
It looks like my dad when I
leave his tools out.
It looks like a bobcat when you
tease it.
It looks like my teacher when
I get in trouble.
It looks like my mom when I
talk back.
It looks like my dog when he's
eating and I bother him.
It looks like a horse when you
hit his back.

Joel Berry
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West Elementary
Batesville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Charlotte Pillow
Visiting Writers: Carrie Pomeroy, Katrina Vandenberg
What Would Red Sound Like?
1. It might sound like police sirens.
2. It might sound like fireworks
going through the sky.
3. It might sound like boats going fast
through the water.
4. It might sound like humming birds singing
through the night.
5. It might sound like the American flag
whipping in the wind.
But you will probably never know.
Jason Hall

Untitled
The wind tastes like
The first drink of water.
It tastes like
Something really smooth running down your throat.
It tastes like there was
Nothing there to start with.
Rob Hendrickson

What Would Lightning Taste Like?
It might taste cold like an ice cube
It might taste numb like an electric shock
Or sour like a lemon.
It might taste sweet like candy, too.
Tara Tucker
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What Would Fire Taste Like?
Fire would taste like red hots.
Fire would taste like burnt trash.
Fire would taste like dust or ashes.
Fire would taste like dirt.
Fire would taste like ruined oranges
Fire would taste like an old old
Snow.

Latrisha Melton

What Would Darkness Sound Like?
It would sound like owls hooting
and dogs barking and stars twinkling.
It would sound like a baby crying
and cars passing by.
But don't worry, it is just a poem.

James Scales

Skunk
I smell like gasoline,
I am white and black,
And I am very lonely because
Other animals run away from me.
I don't think I smell.
I hear the wind blowing around me,
And I wonder who would want to eat me.
I am just standing here in the middle of
Nowhere.

Amber Hampton
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Cheetah

I am a cheetah
With velvet fur and black spots on my back.
I run faster than the wind.
I lay in lush grass.
I hunt the flesh of Zebra, and I kill
In a split second. When my feet
hit the ground, they pound the brown soil.
Sometimes I purr after dinner.
I smell the air,
I look at the clouds.
I am always free.
If Pencils Were Guns
The jungle is my home.
I live and play there.
If pencils were guns,
Zach Short
when I pulled the trigger,
a word would shoot out
and land on my paper.
If guns were pencils
I would have to take out
the eraser and load it with
lead, and when I push the
eraser it would shoot.

Justin
Door to Summer

The warm beach comforts me
But the hot pavement sizzles under my feet.
Bees buzz in the trees.
Kids climb a forked oak tree
And chocolate ice cream melts in my hand.
Blue jet-ski boats vroosh across the lake.
In the summer, we go camping in the woods
And 4-wheeling in the mud.
The smell of tulips fills the air.
After summer is over, we go back to school.

Mrs. Rose's Class poem
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West Memphis High School
West Memphis, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Frances Condruff
Visiting Writers: Derek Van Lynn, John Palzer

Loneliness
Fire burning all around me
Keeping everyone out
A secluded island with no way
Of getting home
Being black and white in a world
of colors
No one's here, I am alone
Angel Anderson

Music Poem
The music to me sounds like an injured elephant
wounded but not effectively trapped by the embracing teeth
of a rusty contraption now forced to escape, bleeding and sweating,
knowing that a hunter will always be around the comer
waiting for the big game.
Zeb Early

Charcoal
Charcoal sounds like a dark
night creeping into a dull day.
Mami Callender
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A Late Night Meeting
As I walk home with my mind full of fury
I see an animal black and scruffy
I walk closer ever closer
and find that it is not a beast
as I thought it was
it was a cat
as I reach to touch it
but before I touch it
it crouches back
like a spring ready to come undone.

Chris Faulkner
What Charcoal Sounds Like
Charcoal sounds like
screams of small children
being chased by a large dog.

The Music Man
Sara Owens
There was once a man
a man so unusual that when you
looked into his eyes you could feel
his wisdom and uniqueness.
This man listened to music
not just any music, but special music
music that sounded like an old storyteller with no words
His music made you think and feel
His music was the kind that you listen to alone
or with a trusted friend
Because how you reacted to his music
was a small indication of the real you,
deep inside your soul.
And now this man is gone
but his music
his unusual, freaky, storytelling music,
will always be the same to my ear
and my heart.

Kristy Oden
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The Hunt
A lonely wolf sits on a hill
gazing into the eyes of man.
For once they shared the same thought.
What that thought is they two only know
together one day, who knows,
they are joined together
by their thoughts and soul
so man rejoices and shares
with the lonely creature for he too is lonely.
Jamie Brady

Piano
A piano tastes like a herd
of Rice Krispies
shuffling down your tongue
Betsy Brackin

What an Apple Sounds Like
An apple on the tree sounds like two
pieces of wood hitting each other as
it swings in the wind. But
when it falls to the ground it becomes
a soccer ball thumping against
a whitewashed fence. Once the
apple reaches your mouth -- it
is now a cracking of wood as
you slowly dig in.
Mandi Tackett
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Westside Elementary
Warren, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Marilyne Robinson
Visiting Writers: Mary Beth Baken and Susan Perabo

How To Know for Sure You're In My House
It is usually cold. The dogs will bark.
Dishes piled up half the time.
Green carpets, white walls.
Dark bedrooms, light bathrooms.
Blankets piled on the beds.
The television is always messed up and unclear.
When you walk in, you want to stay
because things get as crazy as a circus.
Christopher McDonald

How to Know for Sure You're In War ren
The water tower, and the smell
from Bagit's pigpen. "Tomato town,"
pigeons and burned out lights on the courthouse roof.
Teenagers drive like maniacs past the pine trees.
The wood mill smells like pine and smoke-the whistle blows there every morning.
Ms . Johnson's fourth period class poem
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Class Chain Story
I was riding my bike outside town when I got lost. Quickly I jumped off my
bike. I saw a guy with a gun in my rearview mirror. Instead of watching the
road I watched him and before I knew it I had fallen over a tree stump.
Quickly I stumbled to get up and I saw him running after me. I hit a tree and
fell beside it, and a large cockroach came crawling from it. I jumped up and
as I ran I heard thunder. It began to rain. Then a big dog came out of nowhere
and scared me half to death. As I ran, my shoe came off. I looked up and saw
an airplane flying in the air. A lot of people were sitting and looking down at
the town from the airplane. An old man said "Hi all you young girls. You're
pretty."

Mardi Gras
It was a cold night in the streets of New Orleans. There was hardly a sound.
The streets were lined with strings of beads lying in the gutters beside
feathered sequins and other decorations that had fallen during the Mardi Gras.
That afternoon I was working on the city bank robbery case. My mind had
gone blank so I decided to take a drive. As I passed over a bridge on a large
body of water I began to wonder if Mr. McKay was involved. Just then I saw
Mr. McKay's car drive down a dark alley on Fourth street. I followed him.
He and another man stepped out of the car with a rather large briefcase and
walked down the alley. I called for back-up. The men acted like they had
forgotten something. I snuck up to the wall and found a secret panel of some
kind, so I stuck my gum to the panel. I dashed back to my car and waited
while the men got a crowbar and opened the wall. It was a secret cave. Backup came and we thought we couldn't get in, but thank goodness I had stuck
my gum on the panel so it wouldn't lock. The robbers were caught and Mr.
McKay lost his job while I got a promotion.

Erin Warner
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Three Days In Germany
One day me and my cousin Raymond flew in an airplane to Germany. When
we got there it was fall. That afternoon we went to the town's swimming
pool. There were about 100 people there. We put on our swimming suits and
Raymond jumped in. Then I did. While we were swimming somebody stole
our clothes and we had to walk all the way back to the house in our
swimming suits. The next day we saw an old man wearing our clothes. I told
Raymond to let him have them, that we would get some more. Two weeks
later we left and headed back to the United States.
Mario Partman

How to Know for Sure It's Time to Go to Bed
You will hear ghosts talking, and old people
yawning. Mom and Dad are talking to themselves,
and the floor starts squeaking. Your blanket moves,
and your shoe starts to cry.
All the lights are off. Grampa's singing
to a little bird. That's how you know
it's time to go to bed.
Latasha Newton

How to Know for Sure It's Time to Go to Bed
If your sister and your brothers
and your dingbat mom
have already made it to sleep.
And you're sitting on a chair
eating potato chips, and no one's around
but the Cat in the Hat,
and you still can't look
at the clock. But something passes through
your mind and tells you it's past your bed time.
Donna
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How to Know for Sure You're In My
Living Room

When I open the door and see
a red hole in the wall.
Television set upside down.
Sock on a raggedy chair.
Brandon Haynes

How to Know for Sure You're At Your
Grandparent's House

You know for sure when you feel someone yank on your cheeks
and they start saying babyish things to you, like
"Look at those dimples." You smell cigar smoke
and you see your grampa watching a football game.
Yam and thread are on the couch and floor
from your grandma sewing and crocheting.
The dogs are jumping and you hear a voice say
"My, Lord, my back is killing me!"
Phillip Hall

How to Know for Sure the Weather

Is Going to Turn Bad
If you see the mist
and the clouds in the sky,

you know it is going to rain.
If you feel the hard hail
and hard sleet hitting, you know
it's going to snow. If you see
the dark clouds and you feel
the cold wind, you better start running
real fast. Don't stay out too late,
or you '11 see your own fate
when it starts to cloud.
Jared Gavin
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Snow glistens in the moonlight
trees whistle as wind blows
mountains loom in the light blue sky.
It's like I'm an ant in nature.
The mountains and trees reach high above.
The shadows crawl around me.
Megan Southern
Our Lady of Holy Souls

Snow covers tall grass
Trees with white bare skin.
Mountains thick, tall, and white.
Icy rocks waiting to melt
Yellow suns become blue.
Animals frightened with hunger.
Lauren Wallace
Our Lady of Holy Souls
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Walking through the snow
In my backyard
Noticing
The snowflakes
Every second a new one
Rides in the cold air.
Misty Brewer
Riverside West
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